we showed the existence of real function for whioh the set of points at which there exists at least one infinite one-sided derivative is a non-Bore1 set. This means that, in the case of an arbitrary real function, this set cannot be characterized by help of Borel classes. Such a characterization is possible in the case of the set {x:
paper we consider the problem: Ie, for an; continuous function, the set of points at which there is no finite or infinite one-sided derivative of this function the onion of a set of type G^ and a set G^g-of measure zero? It turns oat that it is not so. Ve give an example of a continuous function for which the set that interests us is not the union of a set of type G5 and a set Ggo-of measure sero. Moreover, we distinguish some olass of continuous functions for which such a characterization is possible.
We shall consider finite real functions of a real variable. We shall apply the following notations! f + (*)» i + (*)» f"(x), f"(x) -respectively, the upper right-hand, lower right-hand, uppecr left-hand, lower left-hand Dini derivatives of a function f at a point x;
f^(x), f^(x) -the right-hand, left-hand derivatives of the function f at the point x| Q, R -the sets of all rational numbers and of all real numbers; m(A) -the Lebesgue measure of a set A; R\ A -the complement of the set A| Cf, Df -the sets of all points of continuity and of discontinuity of the function f;
-the characteristic function of the set A; Bj(+») = {x 1 t'+{l) -+00}, Bf(-oo) =. jx, = -00}, the sets Bj( + °°) and s£(-oo) are defined analogously;
Ef(±°°) « Bj( + oo) U Bf(-oo), b;( + oo) . B~( + o^) U B^(-oo) | B f (±oo) -00) u Bj(+00) I
b£ -the set of points at which the function f possesses no finite or infinite one-sided derivative;
Bf -the set of points at which the function f possesses no finite one-sided derivative;
A^ -the set of points at which on one side there is an infinite derivative, and on the other -the Dini derivatives are equal to + 00 and -«»; For the purpose, let 97 t R --R be a continuous and non-decreasing funotion such that R \ G and $?'(x) = + 00 for xeG. Suoh a funotion exists by the Zahorski theorem (see [8] ). Let, in turn, AUG. Consider any sequence {* n } such that AUG, x n <x 0 and x Q -Of course, such sequences exist» We have
Besides, if x Q e A", then there exists a sequenoe {y Q } suoh that y n e A, y n < * 0 and y n~*~x0 * For any sequence such that x Q e AUG, x fl < x Q and in particular, for the sequence jy n }» we have where i = 1 or i = 2.
Hence (4) g"U 0 ) = -0« and I"(x 0 ) = <p'{x Q ) 4 + 00 for x Q e A" \(AUG).
Whereas if x Q £ A", then, in some left-hand vicinity of the point x 0 , there are no points of the set AUG. So, in virtue of the above considerations, there exists
At present, wa shall examina the right-hand differentiability of thé funotion g. Let x Q eA\A + . In this case, for any sequenoe {x Q j satisfying the conditions x n >x 0 , x Q --* 0 » terms with sufficiently large indices do not belong to A. Then, for those n ( we have
Henoe it appears that there exists (6) .
If x Q e AH A + , then there exists a sequence |x Q | such that x_e A. x">x" and -«. We then have n * n o n o
whioh yields
Since m(AUG) = 0, there also exists a sequence |y Q | such that AUG, y Q > x Q and y Q -For this sequence, we have
x o 7 n " x o whenoe (7) g + (x 0 ) = -oo and g + (x n ) >p'(x n )>0 for x n e AD A + .
Let x Q e G \ A. Then there exist sequenoes jx Q | and {y n } suoh that x Q e A, * n >* 0 . * n -AUG, y n >* 0 and y n -x 0 . Ve have
Let, finally, X q £R\ (AUG). Then there exists a sequenoe |x Q | such that x Q i AUG, * n >* 0 and --x 0 * For any suoh sequence, we have
Moreover, if x 0 eA + , then there exists a sequenoe {y n } suoh that y Q e AUG, 7 n > x 0 and y n -1 * 0 » Then, for any such sequenoe, we have Conditions (2) and (6) imply the inclusion E ( + oo)da which, together with conditions (3) - (5) and (8) - (10), gives
From conditions (11) and (7) and the faot that ?'(*") for x Q e A\ A 1 we obtain the inclusion Since AUA"U A + = A, therefore from conditions (5) and (10) as well as (3), (8) and (11) it follows that
Finally, from conditions (3)-(5) and (8)~(11) we infer that
This equality, together with conditions (11)-(13), constitutes a justification of relations (1) .
Let us still notice that conditions (4) and (10) Uodyfing the construction we have given-, we obtain analogous theorems for the sets B^(-oo), Bf( + <*>) and E^(-°<>).
Theorems 1, 2 and 3 imply the following corollariest Corollary 1.
There exists a funotion f :R -R for whioh the sets B f ( + <*»), A^ and e£ are non-Borel. Corollary 2.
In-order that A be the set of all points at whioh a real funotion f possesses at least one infinite one-sided derivative, it is neoessary and sufficient that m(A) -0.
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The necessity of the condition follows from the Denjoy--Young-Saks theorem ( [4] ), whereas its sufficiency -from theorem 1. Corollary 3.
In order that A be the set of all points at which a real function f possesses at least one infinite left (right)-hand derivative, it is necessary and sufficient that m{A) = 0.
The sufficiency of the condition follows from theorem 3, and its necessity -from the Denjoy-Young-Saks theorem (W, [5] ). Denote K « GflP, Since F, as a closed set, is of type G^, therefore KeG 6 . Sinoe AcK, thus K is dense in F. Moreover, m(K) = 0. In the set F, treated as a metric space, K is of type G^, too. Sinoe K is a dense subset of type G,5 of the metric space F, therefore K is a residual set in F. The set F, being closed, is a complete space. In virtue of the Baire theorem, K is of the second category (see [4] , pp.80-91).
Suppose that there exists Pe F g such that m(P) »0 and Kcp. Then, of course, Kcpnp, Put P 1 = PflF. Evidently, P^e F and m(F.,) * 0. We shall prove that P^ is a set of the first oategory. For the purpose, we shall show that the set F\ P 1 is dense in F. We proceed in an analogous manner when x is the right end point of the interval continuous to P. Sinoe the set of end points of the continuous intervals is dense in F, thus the set F \ P^ is dense in F, too. Hence it appears that P 1 is a boundary set, thus, as a set of type F Qt is of the first oategory. The set K, being a subset of P 1 , is also of the first category. As was shown before, K is a set of the second category. We have obtained a contradiction which ends the proof*
The following theorem is included in paper Denote by Gfl a set of type G6 contained in IQf such that the set IQ\ Qq is of measure aero and cardinality oontinuum on each interval oontained in IQ. Put
e therefore the Bet of G n-1 is of type G$. The set (I \ F)\ G is of measure zero and cardinality continuum on each interval contained in I \ P. Moreover, G is dense in the set l\ P, and thus, in the interval I, as well.
Let He R 1 be a set of type G$ such that the set (R\ I)\ H is of measure zero and cardinality continuum on each interval contained in R\ I. The set H is of full measure (3) if xe J\ (DUM) = F, then x is a point of type y for the function 93 or, at the point x, the function 9 has all Dini derivatives finite, but there is no one-sided derivative.
-454 -Let K be q subset of the set I of Measure zero and type G5, suoh that, for any set P of type ra, ve have m(F) >0 wheo KcP. Suoh a subset exists in virtus of Lemma 2. The Zahorski theorem (see [8] ) implies the exlstenoe of a continuous function v i R --R such that <p'(z) « +e» for xeK and <p'(x) 4 + oo for x^K. Let us adopt
The funotion f is continuous and possesses no finite or infinite one-sided derivative, with the exeeption of some points belonging to the set [(R \ P) \ (GUH)](JK of measure zero.
Ve shall prove that (4) KcBf(+~).
Indeed, if x6 KcF, then, by condition (3), the function f has at the point x a one-sided derivative equal to + <*> when x is a point of type y of the funotion If, at the point x, the funotion q? has finite Bin! derivatives, then f'(x) = + <*>.
Suppose In order that B be the set of all points at which a function fs K^ does not possess (any) finite or infinite one-sided derivative, it is necessary and sufficient that B=AUB where AeG^, B e Gge and o(B) = 0.
Proof. We shall first prove the necessity of the condition. We know (see the proof of Theorem 4 from paper [3] we have the equality -|x t f'(x) = +«}U K2> Reasoning analogously as in the ease of the sets K^ and L^ we ascertain that Lg€ Fffa. On the ground of the equality given at the beginning of the proof of theorem, we find that Sf(+«>) = M UAf U L1 U L2 where 11 is countable, fy the SierpiiSski-Young theorem (see [5] )» we have BjUBj.i + o«») = Bf U T where T is a countable aet. Since Bf€ Gg0, therefore TUBfe 6 Gse. Henoe it appears that e£ U Bf( + oo) e Gg6, The equality B*UAf « ( bJu Bf (+«»)) \ (MUL-jULg) is true. Prom this equality and the fact that M U L.| U Lg e P^ we get E^UA^eG^.
Since B3 « (B^UA^IV k 2 whe*j?e Age G6, thus B^e G d6 . In the end, we have ahom that (1) BjuAy -A2U B3
where AgeG^, e G ss and m(B,) » 0.
